
note13: Otober 28, 2008 1Spontaneous symmetry breaking andthe Higgs mehanismIn the standard model the Higgs mehanism is theway the massless gauge bosons aquire e�etive massthrough oupling to an auxiliary �eld, alled Higgs�eld. The mehanism is based on spontaneous sym-metry breaking.Spontaneous symmetry breakingSpontaneous symmetry breaking takes plae whenthe system's Lagrangian has ertain symmetry whilethe ground state (the vauum) does not.Here is a simple model: a omplex self-interatingsalar �eld � with the U(1) symmetri LagrangianL = ���?���� V (�?�) (1)where the potential energy at the viinity of the min-imum has the formV = �24 �����m2�2 ; (2)where �24 (usually denoted as �2 ) is a dimensionlessonstant and m (usually denoted as v) is a onstantwith the dimension of mass1.The ground state of the system is reahed for a �-nite (non-zero) �eld �0 (often alled Higgs ondensateor vauum expetation value) suh that �?0�0 = m2.Due to the symmetry of the Lagrangian there are in-�nitely many vauum states �0 = mei', 0 � ' < 2�.Breaking the symmetry means hoosing a partiu-lar vauum state, e.g. �0 = m. Let us look at smallutuations, � = (m+ �)ei�=m ; (3)around this vauum state. In terms of the new �elds� and � the Lagrangian beomes (up to the seondorder terms)L = ������ � �2m2�2 + ������: (4)This Lagrangian apparently desribes a massless bo-son � (alled Goldstone boson) and a massive boson� (to be alled Higgs boson in the standard model)with the mass mH = �m.There is a theorem, alled Goldstone theorem,whih states that whenever a ontinuous symmetryis spontaneously broken, a new massless (or light, ifthe symmetry was not exat) salar partile appearsin the spetrum of the system. It orresponds to ex-itations along the \symmetry diretion".1Hypothetial partiles with negative square mass are alled\tahyons".

Higgs mehanismHiggs mehanism is spontaneous symmetry breakingin a gauge �eld theory.Let us ouple our salar �eld � to a gauge �eld B�,L = D?��?D��� V (�?�) + LYM ; (5)where D� = �� + igB� is the gauge-group ovariantderivative, and LYM is the Yang-Mills Lagrangian forthe free gauge �eld.Let us look for small utuations of the Higgs �eldfrom the ondensate, � = (m+ �)ei�=m.The easiest way to interpret the resulting La-grangian is to �x the gauge:� ! e�i�=m� (6)B� ! B� + 1gm��� : (7)Up to seond order in �elds the Lagrangian be-omesL = ������ � �2m2�2 + LYM + g2m2B�B�+(interation terms): (8)Before the symmetry breaking there were 4 degreesof freedom: two in the omplex Higgs �eld � and twoin the real massless (and hene transverse) gauge �eldB�.After the symmetry breaking a massive real salarboson � (Higgs boson) has appeared; the gauge bosonaquired a �nite mass gm; the � �eld has turned intothe third polarization omponent of the gauge �eldand disappeared from the Lagrangian: in total again4 degrees of freedom.The standard modelThe standard model is a Yang-Mills �eld theory withthe symmetry U(1)�SU(2)�SU(3). It onsists of theeletroweak setor, SU(2)L�U(1); the strong setor,SU(3), alled quantum hromodynamis (QCD); andthe Higgs setor.The QCD LagrangianThe QCD setor is a usual Yang-Mills Lagrangianwith SU(3) symmetry,LQCD = Xq �q (i�D� �mq) q � 14F a��F��a (9)D� = �� + igsIaAa� (10)F a�� = ��A� � ��A� � gsfabAb�A� (11)



2where q 2 fu; d; s; ; t; bg is the quark �eld of spei�avour (Lorentz bispinor and olor triplet), Ia are thegenerators of the SU(3) group usually representedas 12�a where �a are Gell-Mann matries, fab arethe struture onstants of the SU(3) group, gs is theQCD oupling onstant.Eletroweak setorThe eletroweak setor is a U(1)� SU(2)L,LEW =X � ��i�� � g0YW2 B� � g ~TL ~W�� ++LYM (B�) + LYM ( ~W�); (12)where B� is the U(1) gauge �eld; ~W� is the three-omponent SU(2) gauge �eld; g0 and g are ouplingonstants; YW is the weak hyper-harge { the genera-tor of the U(1) group; ~T = 12~� (where ~� are the Paulimatries in the weak isospin SU(2) spae) are the in-�nitesimal generators of the SU(2) group, subsriptL indiates that they only at on the left fermions L, whih are weak doublets while the right fermions R are weak singlets, e.g. for the leptons of the �rstgeneration,  L = � �LeL � ;  R = eR : (13)and for the quarks of the �rst generation, L = � uLdL � ;  R = uR; dR : (14)The harge Q is equalQ = T3 + 12YW : (15)The gauge �eld that interats with the third om-ponent of the weak isospin �3 but does not interatwith the harge Q is alled Z-boson,Z� = gpg2 + g02W 3� � g0pg2 + g02B� : (16)The orthogonal ombination, whih interats with Qbut not with �3, beomes the eletromagneti �eldA�, A� = g0pg2 + g02W 3� + gpg2 + g02B� : (17)Introduing the weak angle tan �W = g0=g the trans-formation an be onveniently written as� AZ � = � os �W sin �W� sin �W os �W �� BW 3 � (18)

With the notations e = g sin �W , W� =1p2 �W 1 � iW 2�, T� = 12 (�1 � i�2) the Lagrangiantakes the standard form,LEW = �eX � �Q A�� gos �W X � ��12�3L �Q sin2 �W� Z�� g2p2X � � �T+LW+ + T�LW�� +LYM (B) + LYM (W ) (19)Higgs setorThe Higgs �eld must provide masses to three gauge�elds { hene, together with the Higgs boson, thereshould be minimum 4 omponents in the Higgs �eld.In the standard model it is a omplex spinor of thegroup SU(2)L, ' = 1p2 � '+'0 � ; (20)where the indexes + and 0 indiate the Q-harges ofthe omponents; the YW -harge of both omponentsis equal 1.The Higgs setor Lagrangian isLH = 'y� �� �ig0 12YWB� � ig 12~� ~W�� ���!� � +ig0 12YWB� + ig 12~� ~W��'��24 �'y'� v2�2 (21)After the spontaneous symmetry breaking the�elds Z and W� get masses, m2w = 14v2g2,m2Z os2 �w = m2w, while the �eld A remains mass-less.exerises1. The last exerise on note 12.


